Around the world, the TORX® Drive System is recognized as one of the most efficient fastening systems available, because of its ability to transfer greater torque, reduce end load and virtually eliminate tool slippage. However, this international acceptance has fostered look-alike TORX fasteners and drivers that frequently don’t meet the quality and performance specifications of authentic TORX Drive products.

DON’T LET YOUR ASSEMBLY LINE SUFFER FROM LOOK-ALIKE TORX PRODUCTS

The look-alike TORX fasteners and drivers, commonly called “six-lobe” or “Type X”, may be made of inferior material and cause substandard engagement, reaming and damaging of the recess and premature tool wear. This usually leads to serious assembly line problems and costly rework.

To avoid being fooled into a costly mistake, specify only authentic TORX Drive System products from licensed manufacturers.

For further assurance you are getting authentic TORX Drive products, the “TORX” name appears on product sizes T15 and larger to provide easy identification of authentic TORX fasteners and tools.

AUTHENTIC TORX DRIVE SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS

The TORX Drive System has a global network of licensed manufacturers who provide quality-assured, authentic TORX Drive products around the world. This licensing network ensures that each authentic TORX fastener and driver is made with proprietary tooling that has undergone precise dimensional inspection, and is engineered to function together properly.

The authentic TORX fasteners and drivers themselves are manufactured to very critical, proprietary tolerances, with gaging that is available only to licensed TORX Drive manufacturers.